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Introduction
The purpose of this appendix is to describe the steps and reasoning for the
shaded contour plots (SCPs) presented in the main paper. SCPs are relatively
common in demography but their application in epidemiology and health
sciences is more limited, and so they require more of an introduction for
researchers unfamiliar with the approach.[1–3] The SCPs presented in the main
document and supplementary appendices can be thought of as levelplots or heat
maps of suicide mortality rates which have undergone a sequence of additional
processes.
This appendix uses, for illustration, the online supplementary figure S2. It starts
by presenting this as a basic heat map of the raw data, then presents it as a series
of additional figures, developing in complexity towards the final SCP; each of
these additional figures involves making one change either to the processing of
the data or to graphical attributes such as colour scheme or the presence or
absence of contour lines.
The figures presented for illustration show suicide rates for age and year for
males and females separately, but not additionally for high and low carstairs
deprivation groups, however the same principles apply for these additionally
disaggregated figures.
All data analyses for the levelplots and SCPs were produced using the R
programming environment,[4] and the levelplots and SCPs were produced using
the R package lattice.[5]

Stage 1: A levelplot of raw values
Data that report, for a given sex, a given year, and a given age in years, both the
population size and number of suicides, have the following structure if presented
as Table 1:
Table 1 Illustrative example of population and death count dataset

A: Sex
male
female
female

B: Year
1950
1962
1970

C: Age
35
29
24

D: Deaths
12
2
0

E: Population
5000
4300
3250
1

Raw suicide rates therefore involve creating an additional column, F = D/E
A levelplot is therefore equivalent to two tables, for males and females
separately, where each column is a year, each row an age in years, and each ‘cell’
a value of F. Instead of the cell values themselves being presented, however, they
are represented by a ‘pixel’ with a colour determined by its value and a colour
scheme which converts values to colours. Representing values by coloured cells
rather than the numbers themselves allows far more values to be shown at a
time, because representing a number usually takes more pixels of physical space
than a single cell. A levelplot of the raw values is shown as Figure 1.

Figure 1 Levelplot of raw suicide rate values (deaths per 100 000), disaggregated both by
year and age in single years

The levelplot of raw values, at a ‘resolution’ of one year by one year of age, tends
to produce a very ‘speckled’ appearance, with many neighbouring cells having
very different values. This is due to suicides being a relatively rare event, with
small numerator values and so many zero values for some age-year-gender
specific rates. This ‘speckled’ appearance can make it harder to identify
underlying patterns and trends in the data, as the eye can be drawn to local
discontinuities in values rather than global trends and continuities.
Two approaches often used to mitigate some of the challenges caused by the
limited number of observations for particular age, year and gender combinations
are: a) to take mortality rates of five year averages for particular ages (Figure 2);
b) to aggregate the data into larger age and or year group categories (Figure 4
and Figure 5). Levelplots following from both of these approaches are shown
next; for completeness, the effect of taking mortality rates based on five year
averaging by age in years, within each single year, is also shown (Figure 3).
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Stage 2a: Smoothing values by age or year only
Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the levelplots produced after calculating mortality
rates based on five year averages age-specific suicide rates by year (Figure 2); or
of five year averaging of year-specific suicide rates by age in single years (Figure
3).

Whereas the levelplot of the raw values produces a very ‘speckled’ appearance
due to wide variation between neighbouring cells, this kind of approach
produces a very ‘streaky’ appearance, with Figure 2 having many ‘horizontal
streaks’, and Figure 3 many ‘vertical streaks’. This ‘streakiness’ is caused by
either approach assuming that any particular value is not independent of nearby
values along one axis (age or year) but independent of nearby values along the
other axis (year or age). The difference between these two figures, which each
involve making equally plausible assumptions, clearly illustrates the model
dependence introduced by making either assumption.

Figure 2 Levelplot showing smoothing by year but not age using a five year averaging
approach
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Figure 3 Levelplot showing smoothing by age but not year using a five year averaging
approach

Stage 2b: Simple aggregation
Another commonly used approach when the data are heavily disaggregated is to
aggregate into five or ten year categories. For our dataset the effect of
aggregating death and population counts into five year groups is shown inFigure
4, and into ten year groups is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4 Levelplot showing suicide rates aggregated into five year groups
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Figure 5 Levelplot showing suicide rates aggregated into ten year groups

Aggregation in this way means reducing the size of the data, and the derived data
produced by aggregating in this way is to some extent dependent both on the
width of the strata (or ‘bins’) and the cut-points used to create the grouping
categories. This is problematic if there is a high level of heterogeneity within a
discipline, as when very high or very low mortality rates are specific to a two or
three year age group or group of years, for example.

Stage 3: Smoothing values jointly by age and year
Figure 2 and Figure 3 showed that smoothing data only by age or year individually

leads to a ‘streaky’ appearance on the levelplots. Rather than smoothing in a
single dimension, either age but not time or time but not age, it appears more
plausible to assume that mortality rates for any given age and year should can be
expected to be similar to those at nearby ages or years, i.e. that any smoothing
should be applied to both year and age at the same time.
A levelplot is effectively an image, and image processing algorithms exist within
R as well as other software environments which allow for images to be
smoothed. Therefore, in order to smooth the data by both age and year, the blur
function within R package spatstat was used to apply Gaussian smoothing for
suicides rates over both age and year. Although using this approach makes
weaker assumptions than either straightforward aggregation of values or
smoothing along one dimension only, it does involve selecting a smoothing
parameter. For illustration, Figure 6 shows the levelplot produced if a low level
(0.7) of smoothing is used, Figure 7 shows the levelplot resulting from using a
high level of smoothing (2.0), and Figure 8 shows the levelplot with an
intermediate level of smoothing (1.3). This intermediate level of smoothing, with
a smoothing value of 1.3, was used in the figure presented in the main
manuscript and online supplementary figures.
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Figure 6 Levelplot showing suicide rates jointly smoothed with a low smoothing parameter
value of 0.7

Figure 7 Levelplot showing suicide rates jointly smoothed with a high smoothing
parameter value of 2.0
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Figure 8 Levelplot showing suicide rates jointly smoothed with a smoothing parameter
value of 1.3, the value used within the paper

Stage 4: rearranging by birth cohort and filtering on specific age
groups and years
Preliminary analyses looking at all available data indicated the presence of the
cohort effects which our paper focuses on. When the SCPs are presented by year
across the horizontal axis and age across the vertical, these cohort effects appear
as diagonal ‘streaks’. In order to make the cohort effects easier to identify, birth
cohort year rather than calendar year was used instead as the horizontal axis,
meaning that cohort effects instead appear as vertical ‘streaks’. Birth cohort year
is calculated simply as Age – Year, i.e. column B – column C in table 1 above.
Additionally, the age range was narrowed down on slightly to focus in on age
groups which experienced some of the greatest changes in suicide rates between
cohorts.

Stage 5: From levelplots to SCPs
SCPs differ from levelplots in that they also feature labelled contour lines. As in
orienteering these contour lines indicate positions across a surface with equal
values (like equal heights above sea level); each contour line is labelled with its
value, i.e. the suicide mortality rate per 100 000 population. The colours and
shades help to identify the broad trends and patterns in the data, whereas the
labelled contours help to quantify the values associated with particular ‘warmer’
and ‘cooler’ regions within Figure 9.
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Figure 9 SCP by year and age in years, with contour lines indicating 5, 10, 15, etc, up to 50
suicides per 100 000 population, based on data which have first been jointly smoothed.

Conclusion
This document has described the processes and decisions that have been made
in producing the SCPs within our paper. As SCPs are a relatively unusual method
within health science research we hope this document has been an effective
introduction to the approach. Further details, including the R scripts used to
produce these figures, are available from the authors.
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